
How to Complete SOS Process 
 
The first step to switch our mindset is to stop focusing on what’s going wrong, what we DON’T want.  
Then to get really clear around what we want and focus on that! 

 
We tend to know what we DON’T want around a subject.  That’s Contrast.  The more Contrast 
we experience, the more Clarity we can gain and switch our mindset.   
 
So let’s put pen to paper as follows: 

1. Get a piece of paper, your journal or download my SOS Process at 
http://www.corrcoaching.com/sos.html 

 
2. If you’re using my template, write what you want to switch your focus around at the top I’m going 

to shift my focus round:                                     
 
Using a piece of paper or journal? Draw 3 columns. Head the page I’m going to shift my focus 
around (topic)  Head the columns STOP. OPPOSITE. SHIFT. 

 
3. List what you’re focusing on now, what you DON’T want in the STOP column. Remember the 

more Contrast (DON’T wants) the more Clarity.  This is a never ending list and can be updated 
as more Contrast shows up to provide more Clarity! 

 
4. Ask: What do I want instead? 

 

5. List in the OPPOSITE column using positive language, eliminating the words DON’T, NOT, NO.  
See my blog for more information http://www.corrcoaching.com/blog/3-naughty-words-
sabotaging-your-success/ 

 
6. Put a line through the corresponding DON’T want in the STOP column. 

 
7. Write any additional wants that come to mind in the OPPOSITE column and read your list.       

Does it make you feel good? Excited? 
 

8. For each OPPOSITE ask: What will that give me? A sense of? Update the right most SHIFT column.  
This is the FEELING PLACE.  Remember your feelings affect your actions. 

 
We get what we focus our attention on, whether negative or positive.  Have you just focused 
positive attention on what you want completing the SOP Process?   
 
Keep your focus on your OPPOSITE and SHIFT list and see what happens! 

 
Take it a step further.  Download and complete my Focus Flow process at 
http://www.corrcoaching.com to read every morning and\or evening to focus your attention on 
what you want. 

 
Email  info@corrcoaching.com if you need any assistance. 

 
Madeline 
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